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Immunogenetics and hantaviruses

From genes to the assesment of emergence risk



Background : 1- Immunogenetics in Eden

Genetic attributes of the host are important, especially immune genes :

Immune genes are known to influence the outcomes of Host-Pathogen interactions

e.g. intraspecific for humans: malaria, HIV, hepatitis, bilharziosis, …

Major applications = 
• Immunotherapeutics and design of vaccines

• Detection of resistance in livestock

What explains the intra- and inter-specific variability
in susceptibility to zoonotic agents ?

But, …



Background : 1-Immunogenetics in Eden

Another less developed application of immunogenetics
= the assessment of emergent or re-emergent disease risks in natural populations

� A reason why hosts differ in their susceptibility/resistance to pathogens could
rely on the degree of matching between immune genes and pathogen antigens

Within species, the distribution of mutations at these target immune genes informs        
At local scale: can zoonotic agents spread, persist locally ?            

Immunogenetics could be included in epidemiological risk modelling
Across large geographical areas: where can emergence occur ?

Immunogenetics could be included in risk mapping

- Between species : Which species can be a reservoir and which one can not ?

- Within species : Are there resistant / susceptible individuals for a given pathogen?

� Better assesment of epidemiology, important for modelling

Reservoir
Or susceptible

Non reservoir
Or resistant



Background : 2- Immunogenetics and hantaviruses

In humans : 
Several immune genetic factors

affect the severity of the infection
with Puumala virus



Problematics and applications

Immune genes, rodents and hantaviruses

I- Pre-requisite : is there any evidence of selection mediated by Puuv on bank
voles ? Can we identify resistant rodents from experimental infestations ?

IIa- Genetic characteristics of these ‘resistant’ rodents at immune genes ?

IIb- Genetic characteristics of hantavirus seropositive vs seronegative rodents in 
the field at these immune genes ? Spatial variations at a local scale ?

III- At a large geographical scale, can we partly explain the distribution of
Puumala virus from the distribution of the variability (susceptible and resistant
alleles) of immune genes ?

A single study :

I will focus on Puumala virus / My. glareolus



Genetic tools : MHC genes

MHC genes encode
cell surface glycoproteins

that present
peptides of foreign proteins

to T cells

- Most variable genes known for vertebrates
- Selection maintains MHC gene variability
- Parasite mediated selection

A host with a higher number of MHC proteins may enable the
recognition of a larger spectrum of parasites

Mutant pathogens can escape from host MHC molecules

MHC gene characteristics



I- Pre-requisite : Selection mediated by Puumala virus on bank voles

Traditionally , hantavirus infections have been thought
to be harmless to their rodent hosts .

The over-winter survival of bank voles was influenced by PUUV infection. 
The Puuv infected individuals had significantly lower probability to survive 

from October to May than the non-infected individuals.



I- Pre-requisite : Resistant bank voles identified from experimental infestations

Infected voles



IIa- Genetic characteristics of these ‘resistant’ bank voles at MHC genes ?

SSCP results on DQA exon 2 gene

Few alleles detected

No statistical
differences between

infected and non-
infected individuals
at DQA and DRB 

genes
(Guivier et al. in prep)



F1=25%

~Resistant
+Non Infected

~Susceptible
Puuv Ab-

Puuv Ab+

F2=19%

IIb- Associations between Puumala-seropositivity and MHC

Identification of alleles
positively and negatively

associated with seropositivity

Strong differentiation
between seropositive

and seronegative individuals

� Multivariate analysis of genetic dataset from two sites in finland

Alleles that seem to be involved
in experimentations



IIb- Associations between Puumala-seropositivity and MHC

� We have found associations between alleles and Puuv-Ab in France
(Deter et al., IGE, 2008)

Puumala / DQA09
Relative risk = 2.83

« Susceptibility »
Coinertia

Associations
between MHC

and roboviruses

Puumala / DQA12
Relative risk = 0.57

Puumala / DQA05
Relative risk = 0.81

« Resistance »

Puumla / DQA11 
Relative risk = 2.07

Genetic data Parasitological data



IIb- Associations between Puumala-seropositivity and MHC

Potential applications to modelling

From K. Tersago, Eden 2007

Include
Gene flow between sites
and immunogenetics

Include immunogenetics :
Resistant vs sensible voles

Genotyping is done
Analyses in progress



Influence of the coevolution between My. glareolus and Puumala virus
on immune genes ?



3- At a large geographical scale, can we explain the distribution of Puumala virus
from the distribution of the variability (susceptible and resistant alleles) of
immune genes ?

70 localities – 382 individus 6 Mitochondrial lineages

Analysis of molecular variance 
(AMOVA)

Phylogeographic history does not explain the distribution of MHC polymorphism

Cytochrome B (V. Deffontaine)

MHC gene

0.26Differentiation within group (ΦSC)

Differentiation within group (ΦSC) 0.38

0.73Differentiation between groups 
(ΦCT)

Differentiation between groups
(ΦCT)

0.01

III- MHC genes at a large geographical scale

Male et al., in prep, MBE; Deffontaine et al., 2005, Mol Ecol



Cytochrome B

Finds the best geographical
structure

Spatial analysis of molecular
variance

(SAMOVA)
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genes

Differentiation within group (ΦSC)

III- MHC genes at a large geographical scale
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Spatial analysis of molecular
variance

(SAMOVA)

k = 13

No genetic structure 
associated with geography

for the MHC gene.

III- MHC genes at a large geographical scale

Male et al., in prep, MBE



The presence of alleles does not depend on geography

MHC allele distribution does not explain

endemic vs non endemic areas

But the frequency of alleles is not included in these analyses

could it be an important factor ?

Pbl : impossible at the moment to estimate frequencies …

But, in the future : 

Application to risk mapping

Eg:

III- MHC genes at a large geographical scale



Prospects

Bilan

� Study other genetic factors involved

TNF-a, INF, Intgr …

Improve large scale risk mapping

We have found associations between MHC class II gene and Puumala-Ab

MHC class II gene could be involved (directly or not) in M. glareolus
susceptibility to Puumala virus

At the moment, no geographic signal explaining Puumala virus endemicity

� Coevolution could lead to spatial fluctuations of selection

� Compare associations found using
Experiments / Field

� Analyse spatio-temporal surveys of
MHC polymorphism in endemic areas

- Fluctuations ?

- Relation with Puumala infections ?

Improve small scale risk modelling
Emmanuel Guivier PhD

2007-2010


